
THE “LIBERAL” NY
TIMES FOCUSES ON THE
NEXT DISASTROUS GOP
DADDY
It is never enough for the “liberal” media.
Despite how the “liberal media” gets
relentlessly dumped on and marginalized by the
right wing nut machine, they are ALWAYS there to
hand out some candy to the nutters.

Here are the estimable Jonathan Martin and
Alexander Burns in the Only Bunk That’s Fits To
Print Gray Lady:

WASHINGTON — Senators Tom Cotton and Ben
Sasse have already been to Iowa this
year, Gov. John Kasich is eyeing a
return visit to New Hampshire, and Mike
Pence’s schedule is so full of political
events that Republicans joke that he is
acting more like a second-term vice
president hoping to clear the field than
a No. 2 sworn in a little over six
months ago.

Well, crikey, good that the paper of record is
covering this. What else they got?

It may get worse, said Jay Bergman, an
Illinois petroleum executive and a
leading Republican donor. Grievous
setbacks in the midterm elections of
2018 could bolster challengers in the
party.

“If the Republicans have lost a lot of
seats in the Congress and they blame
Trump for it, then there are going to be
people who emerge who are political
opportunists,” Mr. Bergman said.

Well, sorry I asked, turned out it was some
entitled crap from a “petroleum executive”.
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Great call guys!

Swell. Excellent follow up to all those
“Ignorant average Trump voters still ignorantly
averagely love Trump” reports that are rampant
in the beloved balanced media.

Today’s GOP, fronted by Trump and his ilk, is
NOT an aberration, but rather the culmination of
where the Republican party has been headed for
decades, since at least Reagan’s bigoted opening
salvo in Philadelphia Mississippi. It is the
party of nationalism, racism, bigotry,
scientific ignorance and revanchism.

But, hey, never underestimate the ability of the
national media to keep on singing like they
don’t know their actions helped put this country
in the lurch it is in (Her Emails!!). And that
their continued refusal to unequivocally call
out the current President for the blithering
dangerous loon he is, may lead to making the
lurch far worse.

The answer to America’s ills do NOT come from
the discredited daddies in the GOP, whether
older like Mike Pence and John Kasich, or
younger like Ben Sasse. We have seen this movie
before, and it sucks in a very disastrous way.


